INTEGRATED SYSTEM FOR HIGH DEPENDENCY PATIENTS

Citadel ®
Citadel patient care system

www.arjo.com

Patient care system
Citadel Patient Care System1, built upon a universal
platform and designed to transition from a non-integrated
to an integrated system, provides flexible patient care for
hospitals that demand safety, security and efficiency from
their bed frames and therapeutic mattresses in Critical
Care, Step-Down and Med-Surg units.
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One system. Multiple acuities.
The bed frame is the centre of patient care during their stay
in the hospital. It is an essential tool which may help promote
rehabilitation while helping to reduce patient or caregiver
injuries. Both the bed frame and mattress need to work in
harmony throughout a hospital and across acuity levels to
provide safe, efficient and cost effective support for
the patients and clinicians using them.
Citadel has been designed and built for this purpose.

ICU Mobility Solutions
Advanced support surface features and versatile bed frame articulation provide a flexible environment
to help support in bed rehabilitation and sitting on the edge of bed if the patient is able.
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CRITICAL CARE
UNITS

STEP-DOWN &
MED-SURG UNITS

		

Choice of support surfaces
Powered therapeutic mattresses offer adaptive care for high
risk patient profiles.

Non-powered therapeutic mattresses provide care for mid to
high risk patients with greater mobility.

C100 Patient therapy system
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Constant Low Pressure
Adjustable pressure settings within each of the four sections
Patient turn and hold
X-Ray sleeve

Mattress Replacement System
For prevention or treatment of skin breakdown
Self Adjusting TechnologyTM
Optimised patient comfort

C200 Patient therapy system

Skin IQ ®

The benefits of C100, with additional features for patients
with limited to zero mobility:

• The Skin IQ Family of products are powered mattress covers
that utilize state-of-the-art Negative Airflow Technology
(NAT) to continually draw away excess moisture from the
skin/surface interface for microclimate management.

• Pulsation and Alternating Pressure Therapy
• Continuous 20° turn to assist the caregiver with patient
repositioning
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Affordable flexibility

Safety features included. Always.
The Citadel Patient Care

Arjo believes that every patient and caregiver should be provided with the

System is designed to offer

benefit of key safety features. By including them in all of the patient care

hospitals an affordable bed

systems that your hospital utilizes, this ensures that the safety feature is

frame solution that caters

always there whenever the patient needs it.

to the individual patient’s
skin and mobility needs,
regardless of their location
in the hospital.

Low height integration favours
safety and mobilisation

Safety that only integration
can provide

Integrated therapy systems are not typical on bed frame systems
that achieve a low height position. Citadel Bed Frame System
breaks away from the norm. This gives clinicians and patients a
major advantage as they begin mobilisation activities.

Integration provides communication between the bed frame
system and patient therapy system which delivers:
• One button CPR which delivers the CPR mode simultaneously
to the mattress and the frame
• Automatic pressure compensation in the seat section
when the head of bed is adjusted
• Restricts turning when the head of bed exceeds 30 degrees
• Restricts turning when one or more of the side rails is lowered
Additionally, the paired therapy system and bed frame offer
bespoke mattress and frame design to address entrapment
concerns that result from using a frame and a mattress from two
different suppliers

Citadel patient care system
offers core bed frame features
found in med-surg, step-down
and critical care units

Open architecture design to
suit any mattress*

Nightlight

Anti-Entrapment System

Every frame system from Arjo offers a common set
of safety benefits integrated into the bed frame:
• Notification of patient movement via the VariZone Patient
Movement Detection system

The open architecture of Citadel Bed Frame allows the use
of Arjo mattresses, along with existing mattresses that your
hospital may already own*.

• The floor along the sides of the bed is illuminated by the
underbed night light

With the confidence that the bed frame may help support core
patient needs, the clinician is given the freedom to choose the
best patient therapy system for their patient.

• May help prevent objects or limbs being trapped underneath
the bed frame as a result of the Anti-Entrapment System
Citadel is also offered with an optional SafeSet® visual alerts
system.
SafeSet

* Always use a mattress of the correct size and type. Incompatible mattresses can create hazards. Please refer to IFU for specific mattress compatibility guidance.
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Standardising efficiency
Citadel Patient Care System is part of the Arjo
bed portfolio and is founded on a core design,
built on a universal platform.

Easier maintenance

Practical infection control

The common core design across the medical bed frame portfolio
makes maintenance training and component stocking easier
than it has ever been.

The openly accessible components allow for easy cleaning
and disinfection.

Regardless of the bed frame chosen for your hospital, you have
the assurance that each system is based on a consistent design,
which helps you provide optimal patient care.

ENTERPRISE ®

CITADEL

CITADEL PLUS

Bed frame

Bed frame

Bariatric bed frame

Optional: Now available with
intuitive drive assist technology
IndiGo is the powered 5th wheel that makes lighter transport
available to any caregiver with just a touch – for safety and
simplicity. IndiGo is always available and built directly into
your Citadel or Enterprise bed, so only one thing changes in a
caregiver’s day: the amount of work required to move the bed.
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360°

Up to

60%

70%

when going
up slopes2

when moving
down slopes2

work
reduction

Read more about IndiGo: Arjo.com/indigo

360°
– use from any
position around
the bed

Up to

Manoeuvrability and safety
All Arjo bed frames are designed to be light-weight and easy
to manoeuvre. They also come with standard safety features
and control panels which take the guess work out of safe
patient care.

work
reduction

Everything to make your life easier
You can choose your products for the value they deliver. However, the true benefit of that value can only be
realized when you look beyond the products…It’s also about the company and how they support your needs and
those of your hospital. Arjo offers the following to make your life easier:

Flexible business models

Clinical support

We offer purchase, leasing, and rental.
To make it even better for you, we offer
the same products regardless of the
business model you choose.

Clinical support to make sure the
right products are being chosen for
the patients.

Knowledge of patient care
Choosing a partner with a long,
successful history in the patient care
industry is a sound decision.
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Arjo universal medical bed platform designed
for Life, for Choice, for Value.

We believe a good hospital bed should:
Clinical Focus

Infection Control Focus

Provide clinical benefits for patients
Be easy and intuitive to use

Be openly accessible and easy to clean

Safety Focus

Maintenance Focus
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Provide a safe environment for the patient
Reduce risk of injury for staff

Be easy to service and maintain
Be strong, durable and long lasting

Citadel® Video

Citadel Demonstration Video

High acuity bed

IndiGo™ Video
Intuitive Drive Assist
1

Citadel Patient Care System refers to the combination of the Citadel Medical Bed Frame and the Citadel Patient Therapy System
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At Arjo, we are committed to improving the everyday lives of people affected by reduced mobility and age-related health challenges. With products and solutions that ensure
ergonomic patient handling, personal hygiene, disinfection, diagnostics, and the effective prevention of pressure injury and venous thromboembolism, we help professionals
across care environments to continually raise the standard of safe and dignified care. Everything we do, we do with people in mind.
Arjo AB · Hans Michelsensgatan 10 · 211 20 Malmö · Sweden · +46 10 335 4500
www.arjo.com
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